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Abstract
In the rapidly changing context of globalization, contemporary Christian leaders face many new challenges. One of most important changes for leaders to navigate is the increasingly multicultural nature of American society due to international migration. Interactions across different cultures are usually complicated, but recent changes brought about by contemporary migrants have deepened the complexities. Contemporary immigrants tend to maintain stronger links to their home country through the Internet, phones, mass media, and accessible transportation, even as they assimilate into their hosting country. This adds another layer of complexity to the task of understanding and leading communities with people from different cultures. In this changing context with a growing number of migrants, leaders in Christian communities should understand how God is already working in order to be properly equipped to lead his people to participate in God’s work.

Background of This Study: Why It Is Important

*International Migration and U.S Context*

We are living in “the age of migration.”¹ Few societies are an exception to this rule. According to the Migration Policy Institute, international migrants numbered more than 231 million worldwide in 2013. The Pew Research Center reported that the sheer number of international migrants

has never been higher.² However, defining who is a migrant is not an easy task. Koser points out that because the concept of migrant covers a wide range of people in a wide variety of situations, it is hard to count migrants accurately and to determine how long they have been abroad. In addition, given the difficulties involved in defining when a person becomes a migrant or ceases being a migrant, determining who is and is not a migrant becomes complicated.³ However, to start our conversation on leadership in the context of international migration, we will simply adopt the United Nations’ definition of migrants, agreeing that not only long-term but also short-term migrants can impact sending and receiving countries. The UN defines as an international migrant a person who stays outside his or her usual country of residence for at least one year.⁴

According to the UN’s definition, the United States is one of the biggest receiving countries for migrants. In 2013, 45,790,000 people living in the United States were born in other countries.⁵ About thirty-three million people have at least one foreign-born parent (Census 2010). This means that at least one in five people in the United States today is a first- or second-generation resident. However, in reality the rate would be even higher if we consider people with a nonimmigrant visa, including pleasure and business travelers, international students, temporary workers and families,⁶ and undocumented immigrants.

⁴ Koser, 4.
⁵ Inkpen, “7 Facts About World Migration.”
Researchers expect that America will be even more diverse in the future. Pew Research reported, “Americans are more racially and ethnically diverse than in the past, and the U.S. is projected to be even more diverse in the coming decades. By 2055, the U.S. will not have a single racial or ethnic majority.” Growing numbers of migrants and their descendants imply more than just the sharing of geographical territories. These international migrants impact the societies of their sending countries and their receiving countries in many different ways. Stephen Castles and Hein de Haas point out that “the settlement of migrant groups and formation of ethnic minorities can fundamentally change the social, cultural, economic and political fabric of societies, particularly in the longer run, for receiving societies.” These changes, borne through the lives of migrants, impact congregations and leaders, as well.

Understanding Contemporary Migrants with a Transnational Approach

Increasing numbers of migrants—whether they are short-term visitors or long-term residents—result in a variety of changes for the receiving society. Traditionally, migrants were understood as people who came to a new country and quickly adjusted to the receiving country and its culture. However, migration is much more complex than such simple assimilation into the hosting country. Recently, a transnational approach to migration has emerged, providing a more nuanced and helpful understanding of contemporary migration.

---

8 Castles and de Hass, 1.
9 This section is adapted from Jin’s research. Jinna Sil Lo Jin, Ignored: A Practical Theology Inquiry of Korean-Speaking Young Adults in a Transnational Congregational Context (Ph.D. diss., Fuller Theological Seminary, 2017), 83–85.
The term *transnational* appeared in the early 1970s to describe the proliferation of non-state institutions and governance regimes acting across boundaries.\(^\text{10}\) In 1992, the term *transnationalism* began to be used for migration studies by the anthropologists Basch, Glick Schiller, and Blanc-Szanton.\(^\text{11}\) Nina Glick Schiller and her colleagues insisted that contemporary immigrants have significantly different experiences compared with earlier immigrants. They demonstrated that although immigrants of earlier years broke off social relations and cultural ties to their homeland, and thereby relocated themselves solely within the sociocultural, economic, and political orbit of the receiving society, the networks, activities, and patterns of life of today’s immigrants span both their host and home societies. Following the lead of these anthropologists, transnationalism has become the most prevalent contemporary framework for approaching migration studies.\(^\text{12}\) It has been integrated with economic, social, political, and even religious fields, in order to understand and analyze migration and cross-cultural activities.


Although the transnationalism discussion is vast, a narrowed focus of four important themes will help us understand the transnationality of today’s migrants. First, researchers have highlighted the crucial role of technological development. Although there is some debate as to whether or not the transnational aspect of migration is a new phenomenon, scholars generally agree that technological development—including the Internet, accessible international calls, and international trips—allows for a much higher level of communication and mobility (connectivity) across national boundaries. Second, the transnational approach contributes to a different level of understanding migration and migrants’ lives. Traditionally, migration studies mainly focused on immigrants’ assimilation to hosting countries, while ignoring how they continued to engage with their home cultures. However, the transnational approach countervails against unidirectional assimilation thinking by demonstrating how migrants maintain their homeland culture even as they assimilate into the new culture. Third, although some transnational elements are found in the experiences of all migrants, the degree of connectivity between home and host countries—transnationality—can vary depending on an individual’s given context in relation to transnational activities and spaces. Fourth, although research is lacking, it is clear that religions have played a crucial role in migrants’ lives by providing transnational religious spaces. Studies agree that religious communities help migrants not only adapt and settle into the hosting country but also continue to make an impact on their home country. For example, with her term transnational religious space, Olivia Sheringham argues that religion’s role is crucial not only for migrants, but also for their friends and families who do not migrate, but who send and receive people and remittances.

---

Christian Response

Although migration is one of the most important contemporary issues, and many voices are clamoring about how to deal with different cultures and immigrants in politics, economics, and education, it is rare to find distinctly Christian voices on this matter. The growing literature of migrant theology seems to be only for the few people who have personally experienced migration, and this has never been a crucial voice for Christian culture. Gioacchino Campese argues that church studies have been largely silent about human migration.16

Even the most recent studies in ecclesiology and reflections on the state of the church in Italy and the United States by well-known theologians are basically silent about immigration. They deal with the foundations of Christian ecclesiology and other very important current issues such as the crisis of the relations of the church with civil society and contemporary culture, the challenge of preaching the gospel in a secularized society, the massive exodus from the Roman Catholic church, the issue of authority within the church, and others. Nothing is being said about immigration; about the way this phenomenon is transforming our societies; about the cultural and religious diversity that it causes; its omnipresence in the political debate; and indeed in the lives of people, both native and immigrant.

In the same light, there is a serious lack of study and reflection on church leadership in multicultural settings. Since ecclesiology (which also includes attention to authority and leadership in the church) does not reflect upon migration, it might be accurately expected that few resources on church leadership in multicultural settings can be found. Considering the significance of migration and its multiple impacts on ministry contexts, this lack of studies and resources available for church leadership is a sad reality.

---

The limited extant research and resources about church leadership in multicultural settings are either from a missionary perspective (how Christian leaders can engage with people in foreign lands) or at best urging cultural sensitivity at home.\textsuperscript{17} Although these references are still helpful for understanding encounters with other cultures, they do not demonstrate how local church leadership should practically engage with the reality of transnational migration.

Campese offers four possible reasons for the relative silence of current church studies on human migration, despite its crucial significance in contemporary ministry and daily life.\textsuperscript{18} First, he states that ecclesiology is often too inward looking, and it does not give enough attention and consideration to the real world to which it has been called to announce the good news. It often sounds like a theory disconnected from daily reality. Second, he points out that ecclesiology is often too Western-centric. It is not yet completely ready and willing to listen to voices, experiences, and reflections that come from outside, especially from outside cultures that are often considered as somehow inferior to Western civilizations. Third, Campese lays out the suspicion that ecclesiology sometimes follows the lead of non-exemplary church authorities who prefer to be silent or to speak as little as possible regarding controversial issues, because silence and diplomacy could buy the church political privileges and economic support. Lastly, he points out that ecclesiology often does not take into consideration the fact that God could be speaking to the churches.


through the “foreign” and “strange” voices of the immigrants.

As a partial correction to this ecclesiological silence, I will now introduce a case study of Korean-speaking young adults to understand contemporary immigrants and their experiences. Based on that case study, I will conclude this article by offering suggestions for constructive leadership in a changing transnational context.

A Story of Korean-Speaking Young Adults in Korean Immigrant Churches

Traditionally, studies on the emerging generation of immigrants have been focused only on English-speaking young people, who are often called the Second Generation. This pattern holds true for Korean immigrant studies, which have focused heavily on the English-speaking Korean American younger generation for research and ministry programs. Although few studies have been conducted on the so-called 1.5 generation, who were born in Korea and came to the United States by age twelve, most

---

studies, especially those that deal with younger generations of the Korean immigrant church, conflate both as one group. These studies assume that all of the younger generation of Korean immigrants are English speakers who assimilate into American culture more than they retain their Korean culture.

However, English-speaking Korean Americans are not the only younger generation in the Korean immigrant church. Another group of young people has been ignored and forgotten in scholarly research and ministry practice—Korean-speaking young people. Most Korean immigrant churches have a “Korean-speaking young adult ministry” department, and these young adults play important roles in their church.

**Who Are Korean-Speaking Young Adults?**

In order to learn about this hidden group of young people, I conducted 404 surveys and forty in-depth interviews (twenty-seven Korean-speaking young adults and thirteen pastors who are serving Korean-speaking young adult ministry) as part of my dissertation. Korean-speaking young adults are people who choose to attend a Korean-speaking ministry. This does not necessarily mean that they speak only Korean or that they assimilate less than English-speaking young people.

It was surprising that Korean-speaking young adult departments have a significant number of individuals who arrived in America at an early age. As shown in Figure 1, five percent (twenty-two) of those interviewed were either born in the United States or arrived before the age of four, while seventeen percent (sixty-nine) arrived between the ages of five and twelve. Traditionally, people who were born here are considered to be “second generation” and

---

20 Pyong Min Gap and Sou Hyun Jang, 253–274.
21 For details about methods and results of this research, please see Jinna Sil Lo Jin, *Ignored: A Practical Theology Inquiry of Korean-Speaking Young Adults in a Transnational Congregational Context* (Ph.D. diss., Fuller Theological Seminary, 2017), 15–41.
people who came to America during their early teens (usually before age twelve) were considered to be the “1.5 generation,” assuming that they were more assimilated into American culture (especially with using English as their primary language) than the immigrant generation who came to America at a later age. In traditional studies, people who are born or came in their early childhood have mainly been considered English-speaking people who would be involved in English ministry in their immigrant churches. However, this survey shows that nearly one quarter of the members of the Korean-speaking departments arrived before the age of twelve, and that thus there might be a different way to categorize these young people than the traditional way of categorizing them as belonging to either the 1.5 or second generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arriving Age</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 above</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-17</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-12</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this survey, a significant portion of people either currently hold or at one point have held a temporary visa. See Figure 2 for a bar graph of the breakdown. In the survey, fifty-three percent (213) of those interviewed had stable resident status and forty percent (158) had a temporary visa, such as a student, work, or travel visa.

22 The term Korean 1.5 generation has generally been used for people who were born in Korea and came to America before the age of twelve. Danico defined the Korean 1.5 generation as those “who are bicultural and bilingual and who immigrated to the United States during their formative years. They are socialized in both Korean and American cultures and conationalized in both Korean and American cultures and consequently express both sets of cultural values and beliefs.” Mary Yu Danico, *The 1.5 Generation*, 2.
Seven percent (twenty-eight) reported being undocumented. Among the fifty-three percent who have stable resident status, forty-three percent (ninety-four) reported undergoing status changes (one time: twenty-eight percent and more than 2 times: fifteen percent; See Figure 3) before acquiring permanent residency or naturalized citizenship in the United States. In other words, the survey indicates that seventy percent (281) of the people in Korean-speaking young adult departments have likely experienced some kind of uncertain legal status between two different countries while holding temporary visas.

Figure 2. Visa Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Visa</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable Resident Status</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Number of Changing Visas Among People Who Have Green Card or Citizenship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 2 times</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 time</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In different ways, this research highlights Korean-speaking young adults’ transnationality—their connection with both Korean and American cultures. A significant

23 Recognizing the Korean shame-based culture, the survey provided an option for “Others” instead of “Undocumented.”
number of Korean-speaking young adults reported that they have close family members in Korea (seventy-nine percent) and the States (sixty-six percent). While they are staying in the States, Korean-speaking young adults still retain strong ties in Korea. Among the twenty-seven in-depth interviewees, eighty-two percent (twenty-two) said they contacted people in Korea regularly (at least once a week) via international calls, e-mails, text, and the Internet. Ninety-six percent (twenty-six) explicitly reported that they or their family members had sent or received remittances to or from Korea. Furthermore, all of them (one hundred percent) reported that they regularly use Korean social network services and media.

Although these Korean-speaking young adults have kept strong ties to Korea, this does not mean that their assimilation to America is less pronounced. The results of the survey and interviews show that they have been exposed to American culture as well. Out of 404 surveys, sixty-six percent (267) of Korean-speaking young adults reported that they have close family in America. Out of thirty-seven in-depth interviews with Korean-speaking young adults, all of them reported being bilingual, although their level of proficiency in each language varied. In addition, all of them were exposed to American culture via education or work settings. Interviewees had all received primary and secondary education, and many had also gone to college. Those from the in-depth interviews who arrived at older ages were still engaged in graduate schools or private education (either to seek further degrees or to keep their student status in order to maintain their visa status). Some of them also work in English-speaking environments. Although some work in Korean-speaking settings, they still have another place where they are exposed to American culture, such as school or a part-time job.

**Their Experiences**

**Loneliness:** While dealing with two cultures, Korean-speaking young adults seem to have a difficult time finding a community where they can belong. One of the most
salient features of their experience was loneliness. Every single Korean-speaking young adult interviewee indicated his or her loneliness in one way or another. Surprisingly, one hundred percent (twenty-seven) of the respondents in the in-depth interviews commented that the reason Korean-speaking young people come to church, in addition to reasons of faith, is because they are lonely. A couple of people directly articulated, “Every Korean-speaking young adult is lonely.” However, the loneliness that Korean-speaking young adults experience is not the same as that experienced by American young adults. Their loneliness is unique and arguably deeper as a result of their ethnic minority status in America. Even though Korean-speaking young adults can speak English (indeed, some of them are perfectly fluent in English), they still experience rejection, feel marginalized, and have a hard time building authentic relationships in American settings like school and work.

In light of these struggles and the resulting loneliness, it seems that Korean-speaking young adults are seeking communities where they fit in. Often, their church communities seem to be the only places where they can belong. Korean-speaking young adult departments offer a unique social sphere where Korean-speaking young adults can forge meaningful relationships. Most of them, including those who are fluent in English, stated that most of their friends are church friends, and that they do not have any friends outside of their Korean-speaking young adult groups. It seems that Korean-speaking young adult groups are the only community in which these young adults can be understood and where they can find welcoming people who share in common their transitional life stage, marginalization as Koreans, and transnational identity.

Disconnectedness: Throughout the surveys and interviews, it was evident that Korean-speaking young adults not only experience disconnection from American society, but also from the Korean immigrant community. It was obvious that all of the Korean-speaking young adult interviewees consider themselves as minority and marginalized individuals in American society. Whether or
not they explicitly articulated it in the interviews, it was clear that they held a common assumption that the struggles they are facing with ignorance and indifference from American society are parts of their minority life in the States. In this condition, Korean-speaking young adults pursue people to connect with, who will not reject and ignore them. This is why the church community is so crucial to them.

However, they experience disconnection in their own ethnic church, as well. The research indicates that although they hold tight to their own group (the Korean-speaking young adult department), their group is disconnected from the rest of the congregation. A significant majority of the pastors interviewed (eighty-five percent, or eleven) reported that their Korean-speaking young adult departments did not have relationships with the other departments. Even more of the young adult interviewees (ninety-three percent, or twenty-five) reported that they did not have significant relationships with the adults in the church. Among these, more than half (fifty-six percent, or fifteen) stated that they do not know any adults in the church at all. Although some church-wide events are held, such as special services or church-wide picnics, these are insufficient for building relationships. One of the lay leaders described this segregation as a sad reality: “We are so disconnected, it’s as if we go to different churches. Sometimes I feel we have a different faith than the adult congregation.” Similarly, one of the pastor interviewees reported that “although most of the Korean immigrant church is structurally fragmented, the disconnection of Korean-speaking young adults from the adult congregation is especially deep. Adults in the church just do not know who these young people are.”

**A Feeling of Being Ignored:** The research indicates that Korean-speaking young adults are not only disconnected from American society and Korean immigrant churches, but also ignored. As an ethnic minority group, Korean-speaking young adults are often marginalized. As I already pointed out, in society and even in Christian environments, the voices of immigrants are ignored and
deemed inferior to Western citizens; Korean immigrants are no exception in this regard.

What stood out throughout the research is that Korean-speaking young adult groups are still marginalized in their own ethnic community. Because of their age and their temporary visa, they often are treated as inferior people or even outsiders. One of pastor interviewees said:

Adults in the church tend to treat Korean-speaking young adults as “temporary members” because these young people do not stay longer than adults due to their visa status, job, and school. However, this high mobility is not just a Korean-speaking young adult group’s issue. It is just because of their life stage. Also, there are a lot of adults who do not stay long enough. Treating these young people as not members is not fair.

In the same light, more than half (fifty-four percent, or seven) of pastors mentioned that because their senior pastors or elders do not understand or have any interest in Korean-speaking young adults, this group of young people did not have proper support for their ministry.

As the marginalized in their own ethnic church, Korean-speaking young adults reported that they do not have a voice. None of the forty interviewees (either pastors or young adults) said they were involved in the decision-making processes of the church. They are not invited to make any decisions, not only for church-wide or adult departments, but even for their own Korean-speaking young adult department. Throughout the interviews, the research indicates that Korean-speaking young adult groups often feel that they are treated as less important and ignored.

**Leadership in a Changing Transnational Context**

The reality we are facing with migration and transnational context requires us to reconsider our leadership. In this section, I would like to provide five components of leadership in transnational context. These include: (1) leadership that understands *Missio Dei*, (2)
leadership that listens to context, (3) leadership that respects human dignity and agency, (4) leadership that creates an environment where God’s primary agency and people’s partnering agency are fruitfully aligned, and (5) leadership that guides a community to continue a cycle of action-reflection. Although these are all important pieces for any Christian leadership in general, they are even more crucial in this changing transnational context. Thus, this section will explore each piece with its implications for a transnational context.

Leadership That Understands the Missio Dei

The most crucial essence of Christian leadership is to understand who God is and who his people are. This remains constant whether the context is Asian, Western, or African. The church is not a just any gathering of people; it is an assembly of God’s people who are called according to his purpose (Rom. 8:28) in his name (John 14:13). Thus, the Christian community is to seek to participate in God’s work. In other words, it is not the leaders’ or the church’s work to come up with plans and actions; rather it is God’s work, which God has initiated and continues to sustain. God has sent his Son, his Spirit, and his people to be part of God’s mission—the Missio Dei.

Missio Dei brings some important implications for Christian leaders, particularly about power and authority. Missio Dei holds that God is the one who initiates, continues, and completes his redemptive work, and the church is called to be part of that work. Thus, absolute power and authority belong to God, not to human leaders. Given this foundation, the leader’s role is not exercising personal power and authority for the sake of initiating or making decisions or telling people what to do, but to make

God’s power and work more explicit so that God’s community can understand their calling. Authoritarian or top-down leadership cannot make God’s power visible. Rather, it forces people of the community to serve and follow a human leader’s power and will.

Although this foundation of Missio Dei is important to every Christian community, it is even more crucial in a community with different ethnic groups and cultures. In cross-cultural settings, there is often an invisible (or even a visible) social hierarchy based on ethnicity, culture, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Furthermore, historical narratives of mission as giving to people in need based on misunderstanding of a Western, colonial, and unilateral perspective still exist. In this context, God’s mission is practiced wrongly, and people from different cultures are expected to possibly follow leaders or people from the majority, assuming that power and authority belong to them.

Furthermore, in a changing transnational context, where different cultures encounter one another with increasing frequency and intensity, people experience many changes and challenges. Often, leaders try to control people with their power, either by attempting to maintain their tradition or by creating new practices. However, the first, most crucial work of leadership is not to control but to discern God, the primary agent of his own ongoing mission. Otherwise, anxiety, fear, and the inconveniences that result from encountering different cultures can easily tempt leaders and community to seek power to control, instead of participating in God’s reign and mission.

---


Leadership That Listens to Context

In a changing transnational context, Christian leadership requires listening carefully to context. If we believe that God is the initiator and main agent of his ongoing redemptive mission, we must admit that God is already working even in our own context. God does not operate in an abstract world. Rather, God is present where we are living. Mark Lau Branson concurs: “Observing God’s current, local initiatives is a key matter for organizational imagination and leadership.” Thus, the given context, including people and place, is where leaders and communities need to pay serious attention in order to learn what is going on and what God is up to. Unless we learn and discern what God is doing concretely in a specific context, it is almost impossible to discern what part God is calling us to play and how we may participate in his work. Taking the context seriously by listening and observing attentively for God’s ongoing activity implies our humble action of putting God’s agenda first.

Listening to and understanding context means taking seriously both the micro and macro levels of context. It requires attentively listening, observing, and understanding people and places in connection with their culture, narratives, and experiences. It also pays serious attention to what is going on at wider levels (e.g., national and international) with issues and narratives related to the community. Often, the social sciences, including cultural studies, offer great help for understanding context. Chap Clark argues that whatever the source of these data sets, anything that speaks to the human condition such that believers can receive a deeper and more thorough understanding of the context in which the Gospel is to be

lived out is an important part of understanding that context and God.\(^{29}\)

Although understanding context is important in any setting, it is especially crucial in our contemporary church context with growing numbers of people from different cultures. Often, theology is disconnected from this reality, which introduces a barrier to God’s work instead of offering support to it. As Campese points out, the lack of attention of current church studies to the context results in silence and ignorance of human migration; this disconnectedness from daily life marginalizes many precious and crucial people of God.\(^{30}\) However, mainstream North American Christianity is not alone in its disconnectedness from context. As we see with the case of Korean-speaking young adults, even among minority communities, people are easily forgotten when the community does not recognize and accept its changing context as a place where God works.

**Leadership That Respects Human Dignity and Agency**

Leadership in a changing transnational context should respect human dignity and agency. While affirming God’s primary agency, we need to understand God’s intention to call all of his people (not just leaders) to be agents of his mission. In this claim, two important implications should be recognized. One is human dignity based on the *Imago Dei*. Beyond state and nation, beyond ethnicity and culture, and beyond gender and age, human beings are created in the image and likeness of God (Gen. 1:26–27, 5:1–3, 9:6, 1 Cor. 11:7, Jas. 3:9). This is God’s intention and a nonnegotiable truth for human identity and theological anthropology. The other one is human agency. Because human beings are created in God’s image and likeness, they

---


have capacity as subjects and agents who are able to reflect, discern, and respond.  

In this light, people are important beings who have been created in God’s image and have the capacity to do God’s work. God has not called only leaders and pastors to be partners in his work. God has called ordinary people as well. He works and speaks through his people. Thus, participating in God’s ongoing redemptive work requires respecting that human beings are valuable in and of themselves, with an inherent capacity to do God’s work. In other words, a leader’s role in the Christian community is to treat that community’s people as subjects of mission, not objects.

This is even more crucial in contexts of transcultural interactions because people from different cultures face discrimination and dehumanization in many different ways. Scholars point out that language—which includes common terms like refugee, migrant, forced migrant, immigrants, undocumented, illegal, internally displaced person, and alien—places on individuals such limited labels, and those labels carry political, legal, and social consequences, but they do not convey human dignity.  

Also, people from different cultures can doubt their capacity and ability due to language barriers, cultural clumsiness, or a lack of financial resources. Furthermore, in light of discrimination and dehumanization, immigrants are easily treated as objects of mission in Christian contexts as well. Historically, churches have provided help and resources to immigrants who are minoritized and marginalized people in need. In this context, immigrants easily become objects, such that it becomes difficult even to imagine that God can speak through them. Thus, in a changing transnational migratory context, leadership should intentionally and consistently

give reminders of human dignity and subjectivity, contrary to our wrong assumption that God would not be speaking to the churches through the “foreign” and “strange” voices of the immigrants.  

Leadership That Creates an Environment to Link God’s Primary Agency and People’s Partnering Agency

As many scholars have pointed out, a leader is not a person who tells people what to do. Rather, the role of the leader is to create an environment. Roxburgh and Romanuk state that the work of leadership is the cultivation of an environment that releases the missional imagination of God’s ordinary people. In the same light, van Gelder and Zscheile argue that leaders should create the conditions under which people can come together in shared life to discover their participation in God’s mission. Mark Lau Branson and Juan Martinez write that leadership is about shaping learning environments and connecting them with diverse resources so that a social group can engage in change.

Creating this kind of environment is crucial work in a changing transnational context for at least three reasons. First, we simply do not know what to do with this changing context. On the one hand, this is a new context that we have never experienced before. We are encountering many different cultures, and people are now not only assimilating into their hosting culture but consistently keeping their ties to their home cultures. These are adaptive changes, not technical problems. There are no simple answers. It takes a community and an environment to identify the challenges

and discern solutions. On the other hand, in this adaptive change, the unchanging truth is that God is the initiator and primary agent. Thus, in order to learn how to respond to a changing transnational context for participating in God’s kingdom, the community needs an environment where its members can discern God and his call together through listening to the Holy Spirit and to one another. By paying attention to God and other people in the community of believers, God can speak through each one of us, and the church can faithfully participate in and contribute to God’s kingdom.

Second, people need a safe environment that makes possible experiments in communal responses. In seeking God’s will about adaptive challenges, a next faithful step can come about only through experiments. Mark Lau Branson writes, “Experiments help people check their reading of the circumstances and their discernment of the Spirit as they seek to enter into what God is doing on the ground.” When encountering different cultures, expectations, and stories, trying out something new without knowing the answer is risky work. It takes courage, support, and faith to try out new ideas and practices, with a willingness to fail. It takes an environment and a community that provides enough safety to try new things, even with the ever-present possibility of failure.

Third, people need community to help them face fleeting emotions as they discern God’s will and take the risks of experimenting with new things. The process of discerning God, listening to each other, and embarking on new experiments brings different emotions. There should be joy and celebration when communities sense their contributions to God’s kingdom. However, a community

---


will also face negative emotions when they experience confusion and failure. One of those emotions is fear. Although people frame their issues in different ways, the key problem is often fear.\textsuperscript{39} Fear surely hinders people from listening, discerning, and experimenting. In addition to fear, Scott Cormode suggests that people in the process of adaptive change experience a grief process as they consider parts of the process as a loss.\textsuperscript{40} In other words, faced with different cultures and expectations and processing changes while attempting to discern God’s presence brings unexpected and often difficult feelings. Therefore, constructing an environment where people feel safe enough to express and process these feelings is one of the crucial roles of leadership in a transnational context.

\textit{Leadership That Guides Communities to Continue a Cycle of Action and Reflection}

Creating an environment to discern God’s work and experiment with new practices is not the end of a leader’s role. Within such an environment, a leader should guide the community to be involved in a continuous learning cycle of action and reflection—a cycle that builds on itself and by which people grow in capacity and agency. Mark Lau Branson illustrates this cycle:

\begin{quote}

\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}


\end{flushright}
Epistemology is not fundamentally a matter of amassing data—information—but requires a continuous cycling of action and reflection.... As individuals and as groups, we engage our environment (praxis); then we step back and reflect on ourselves, our environment, and on available theories and information; then we reengage, based on a new understanding of ourselves and our context. This is learning—this is knowledge—the action-reflection cycle that defines praxis-theory-praxis.41

Continuous engagement with the action-reflection cycle is important because it brings about real learning with real practical benefit. Traditional assumptions about learning—that it is primarily a matter of receiving and gathering information—do not necessarily bring about true learning and changed behavior. As Roxburgh states, merely having a good idea—even a brilliant one—does not mean that it will be accepted or change the way people think, work, or act, because our habits are so strong.42 Changes require the continuous work of action-reflection.

41 Branson and Martinez, “A Practical Theology of Leadership with International Voices,” 32.
This action-reflection cycle of learning is even more crucial in transnational communities. With technological development and accessible transportation, immigrants have stronger ties with their home countries, even as they remain in their hosting countries. In other words, immigrants are not only carrying their culture and practices, but their cultures are reinforced and reshaped by instant and consistent contact with their home culture through the Internet, phone, mass media, and visits. This means that immigrants are potentially in a state of flux between two nations. Although everyone lives in a changing world, immigrants who are living in two worlds experience even more changes. To work through these continuous and constant changes resulting from negotiating and interacting with two cultures, people from different cultures and groups in a transnational context need a community and leadership that will guide them into an action-reflection cycle, in order to understand what God is doing as they encounter, learn, negotiate, and are challenged by different cultures.

Conclusion: Whose Power Empowers People?

Among different attempts to deal with these intercultural relations, Christian churches have generally been passive or even silent. Although some research has dealt with this matter, such examples are usually about providing resources and support to immigrants who are in need, or at best empowering them. However, even in this Christian perspective, the bottom line of leadership in a cross-cultural setting is about power. Western Christianity has postured and pretended as if it has power. This is a simultaneously scary and sad assumption that Western Christianity has consciously and unconsciously adopted. This assumption leads Western Christianity to think and practice their power to help, support, and empower migrants, as if the latter were only objects of mission and ministry.

However, we must pause and rethink our assumption and behavior. Although there is nothing wrong with
helping people in need, what are the unspoken implications of the practices that Western churches are perpetuating toward immigrants? Whose power helps and empowers people? Are we expecting them to become like “us” because “our” culture is the norm? Are we just giving whatever they need from a distance? Or are we willing to be in close community with them, believing they are one of us? Do we believe that God is the primary agent of mission, and that it is his power that empowers peoples, both immigrants and natives? Are we willing to listen to and accept immigrants as God’s agents and subjects, who can speak God’s word and work God’s will?

If we hold onto God as the primary agent, and migrants and the marginalized as God’s partnering agents, we can see more clearly that it is God’s power that empowers people, and that we need mutuality within our community. In this light, a leader’s role is crucial in this changing transnational context. In order to lead a community that participates in God’s work in contexts with different cultures with mutuality, leaders must understand the Missio Dei, listen to the context, respect human dignity and agency, create an environment where God’s primary agency and people’s partnering agency are fruitfully aligned, and guide their community to continue a cycle of action and reflection.
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